§1. Introduction
Let G be a complex semisimple algebraic group. Let B, F, W, and S denote respectively a Borel subgroup, a fixed maximal torus contained in B, the Weyl group of G with respect to F, and the set of fundamental reflections in W. Let P denote a parabolic subgroup which contains B. We denote by W p c W the Weyl group of P. For A,EW/W p let e^ denote the corresponding F-fixed point of G/ P. Let X(A)cG/P denote the Schubert subvariety determined by k£W/W p . Thus,X(A) is the Zariski closure of the 5-orbit of e^ e G/ P. The point <? A will be referred to as 'the centre' of X(A).
Recall that a resolution p: X -> X of an irreducible complex projective variety X is said to be small if, for each / > 0 one has codim x {x E X\ dim p~l (x) > i} > 21.
If p:X-^>X is a small resolution, then for the intersection cohomology sheaf #'(X) (with respect to the middle perversity), the stalk 7/'(X) K is isomorphic to the singular cohomology group H'(p~l(x);C) for any i>0. Suppose p: X(A) -> X(A) is a small resolution of Schubert variety X(A)czG/£, AeW, and let X(r) e X(A) be a Schubert subvariety. It is well-known that the Poincare polynomial in q l/2 of the fibre p~l(e T } of p is equal to the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial P rA (g), where T < A, A, r e W [4] . Suppose that, for some geG, gX(A) = X(A). Then g induces an isomorphism of the intersection cohomology sheaf #(X) such that # (X\ maps onto #(X)^. In particular /
In our previous paper [6] , we exhibited small resolutions for certain Schubert varieties in G/P n where G = SO(2n) or Sp(2n). Here P n denotes the parabolic subgroup which corresponds to omitting the right end root a n , where we follow the conventions of [1] for labelling the simple roots of G. We also exhibited Schubert varieties in Sp(2ri)/ P n for which there exists no small resolution at all. In Theorem 1 of the present paper we shall give an inductive formula for the Poincare polynomial of the fibres when p : X(A) -» X(A) is a small resolution constructed in [6] . This readily yields a formula for the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial P T;L (q) , r</L 0 , where /L 0 denotes the representative of A,eW/W p of maximal length in W. See Theorem 2.4, [6] . In view of our remarks in the previous paragraphs, we need only consider P A -stable subvarieties of X(A) while computing Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials.
A similar formula was obtained in the case of Grassmannian Schubert varieties by A.V. Zelevinskii. In fact our proof of Theorem 1 is similar to that given in [7] for Grassmannian Schubert varieties. Using Theorem 1 we obtain the following result. In order to emphasise the dependence of P TA for T, A e W, T < A, on (W, 5), we write P T \ for the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial.
Theorem. Let W be the Weyl group of G = SO(2n) or Sp(2n).
Let A e W be such that X(/L) admits a small resolution given by Corollary 4.3 [6] . Let 9 < A .
Then there exist elements B' , X' in W -W(SL(M)) for a suitable integer M, such that
For the precise statement see Theorem 2. The above theorem reduces calculation of Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of certain pairs of elements r < A in the Weyl group of G = Sp(2n) or SO(2n) to the calculation of such polynomials for a suitable pair of elements in the Weyl group of SL(M) for some M. We do not know if the above theorem holds without any restriction on A e W . The above theorem can be interpreted as comparing the nature of the singularity at e e in X(A) c= Gl B with that of the singularity at e ff in X(A') c SL(M)I B . However the above theorem should be deducible as a consequence of a statement about the geometry of singularities of the Schubert varieties involved. The precise formulation of such a theorem is not clear to us.
We shall also consider the homogeneous variety E 6 /P 6 . Some results on small resolutions, and description of singular loci for most of the Schubert varieties in £ 6 / P 6 are obtained. In cases where we obtain small resolutions, we determine the Poincare polynomials of the fibres of the resolution. We are able to completely determine which Schubert varieties in E 6 / P 6 are smooth. It turns out that smooth Schubert varieties are all homogeneous varieties of the form PI Q where P and Q are suitable parabolic subgroups of E 6 . The singular locus of a Schubert variety in E 6 / P 6 is determined using the following observation:
Fact. Let p:X->X be a desingularization of an irreducible normal complex variety. Let Z = [x e X\ dim p' 1 (x) > 1}. Suppose that p~[ (Z) has codimension at least 2. Then Z is the singular locus of X.
The reader is referred to Lemma 4.4 [5] for a proof. It follows easily from the above fact that if p : X -> X is a small resolution of a normal irreducible variety, then the singular locus of X is equal to {jc e X\dimp~l(x) > 1}. In particular if X(A)<zG/# admits a small resolution, then x € X(A) is rationally smooth point if and only if x is a smooth point of X(A). Here G can be any semisimple complex algebraic group. It is known that for Schubert varieties in SL(ri)l B, rational smoothness of a point is equivalent to smoothness [2] . However it is not known if every Schubert variety in SL(ri)l B admits a small resolution.
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In [6] , we considered Bott-Samelson type resolutions p : X(A) -» X(A) of Schubert varieties in GIF where G is a complex semisimple algebraic group and P a parabolic subgroup of G. It was shown that certain Schubert varieties in Sp(2n)/P n and SO(2n)/P n admit small resolutions of the Bott-Samelson type. We calculate here the Poincare polynomials of the fibres of p: X(A) -> X(A). For this purpose we first give an alternative, more convenient description of p: X(A) -> X(A).
We consider the case G = SO(2n) first. The case of Sp(2ri) can be handled similarly and hence will not be discussed in detail.
2.1. Let V be a 2n-dimensional complex vector space with 'standard basis' {e,, ...,e? 2 J. Let j3:VxV-»C be the symmetric bilinear form defined by P(e,,e j ) = 8 l2ll+l Let T be the subgroup of all linear automorphisms of V such that e t H-> t l e l , t t t 2n+l _ t =1, !</<2rt, f f EC". Then T is a maximal torus of SO(2ri) and TdB. Let P be the parabolic subgroup of SO(2n) which fixes the component V n of the standard flag ^ . Then P z> 5 and in fact P = P n , the parabolic subgroup which corresponds to omitting the right end root a n (with respect to this choice of T ). SO(2n)/P n can now be identified with that component of {W a V \ j8(W, W) = 0, dim W = w} which contains V" . In fact this is just the variety. For Ae/ /zr , n-r even, the Schubert variety determined by A is the 5-orbit closure of e K , namely, 2.3. Similarly we regard Sp(2n) as the group of linear automorphisms of V which preserve the skew-symmetric form ft' whose matrix with respect to the 0 standard basis is ,
The subgroups B, T and P n are defined just as in the case of SO(2n) using the standard flag &. We identify Sp(2n)IP n with {W|j8 / (W,W) = 0, dimW = ^}. 
The Schubert varieties of
Suppose ^' is another flag
is isomorphic to the Schubert variety X(A) = X(A, 2.7. We shall now give a slightly different description of the Bott-Samelson type resolution of X(A) e G//^ constructed in Theorem 4.2 of [6] which is more
useful for our present purposes. Let A equal either (i) with exactly (iii). In particular, if geF A , then g^ = ^ and we deduce that p~ is F Aequivariant. If jc, y e X(A) are in the same P x -orbit then it follows that p~~ (x) and p~~(y) are isomorphic as varieties, Consequently they have the same Poincare polynomial.
Note. The above description of X(A) parallels the one given by Zelevinskii for Grassmannian Schubert varieties [7] . §3. Main Results and Proofs Under the above assumptions X(A) admits a Bott-Samelson type resolution p: X(A) -» X(A) which is small. Indeed choose /, 0<i<m such that b t <a l9 (a 0 = oo) and a l+] < fo j+1 . Let A' be as in 2.1. This leads to the first step of a BottSamelson type resolution. Then the above conditions hold for A' and we iterate this procedure to obtain a Bott-Samelson type resolution. The resolution so obtained is small and is P A -equivariant (cf. Theorem 4.2, [6] ). In particular, denoting the Poincare polynomial in q l/2 of p~l(e e ) by P e^( q), one has, by 2.8
(iii) above, P ejL (q) = P IJL (q).
We now state the main results of this paper: Let be the Gaussian
We follow the Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is based on counting the F q -rational points on p'
Theorem 1. Let G = Sp(2n)orSO(2n).Let heW/W Pi satisfy 3.3(i) and 3.3(ii). With the above notations, one has the following inductive formula for the Poincare polynomial of the fibre over e r of p : X(A) -> X(A) (c,-(l)(cl+l-d) c-d where X(r(d)) is the
l (e T ) and an induction argument on m.
First note that p is the composition X( A) -*-> X( A, 0 -£-> X( A), where q(U\x) = (U,p' 7(U) (x)) , /^( £/) being the inductively constructed small resolution
dim U n e r > a { H -----1-a l+} } = UF rf ,
Therefore the number of J^ -rational points in F d is equal to the product of the number of To complete the proof, we need only show that N q (A d ) is as in the Theorem.
Let E = e T , and let
One has a morphism 0: In this section we consider the Schubert subvarieties in E 6 1F 6 and address the question of existence of Bott-Samelson type resolutions which are small. Here F 6 denotes the maximal parabolic which omits the root a 6 (see Figure 1) . We shall determine the singular loci for most of the Schubert subvarieties. Although our methods are applicable to other exceptional groups and other parabolic subgroups as well, we consider only E 6 /P 6 because in this case the computations are manageable. First recall that the Dynkin diagram for the group E 6 is 2 Figure 1 The numbers represent the simple roots of E 6 . Proof. It is clear that F A omits the simple roots which are labels of edges originating from X(A). If s a is a fundamental reflection which is not the colour of any edge originating from X(A) one has / 6 (s a A)</ 6 (A) where / 6 is the length function on W / W p . From this it follows that P A contains a representative for s a . Hence the lemma.
Lemma 5» Let X(r)cX(A). Then X(T) is a P x stable subvariety if and only if P A omits a t for every colour i of an edge that originates at the vertex X(t).
Proof. Immediate from the above lemma. Proof. That the above are the only possible smooth ones follow by a simple argument using Poincare duality. We shall only show that X := X(Agj) = 50(10)//^, the remaining cases being similar. First note that the largest parabolic P that leaves X stable is that which omits the root [a { ] and that X has no subvariety properly contained in X which is stable under P. Thus X is the P orbit of e ld . It follows that X = P/Q, where Q is the isotropy at e ld for the P action on X. Thus Q = Fn ,P 6 . By considering the Levi decomposition of P, one can show easily that P contains a subgroup G of type D 5 such that R:=Gr\Q = GnP 6 is the parabolic subgroup of G which corresponds to omitting the left end root and that G/R = P/Q = X. Clearly, G/R = SO(IQ)/P l where the P } c 50(10) here stands for the parabolic subgroup of 50(10) that corresponds to omitting the left end root of 50 (10) . This completes the proof.
4.3.
We shall now consider other Schubert varieties in E 6 f P 6 and determine in most of the cases the singular loci. We shall exhibit small resolutions p: X(A) -» X(A) for some of the Schubert varieties and calculate the Poincare polynomials of the fibres over the F-fixed points.
We shall use the following abbreviations in the statements of our results. A always stands for the Schubert variety X(A) being considered. For a subset J of {1, ...6} let Pj denote the parabolic which corresponds to omitting the simple roots {a t \i£j}. The set / c {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} denotes the set for which the parabolic subgroup Pj = F A , which is the parabolic that stabilizes X(A).
Recall the FACT noted in the introduction.
Definition 7. If p:X-> X satisfies the hypothesis of the FACT, we call p a strict resolution.
Thus if p is a small resolution, then it is strict. Observe that P A acts on X(A) and the smooth locus of X(A) contains the orbit of the centre e k of X(A). It follows that the singular locus of X(A) is contained in a union of lower dimensional jP A orbits. We will make use of this observation in determining the singular locus of X(A). When p: X(A) -> X(A) is a small resolution the Poincare polynomial of the fibre over e^ is the same as the Poincare polynomial of the stalk at e r of the intersection cohomology sheaf of X(A). We compute the Poincare polynomials of p~l(e T ) for each P A -stable subvariety X(T) c X(A). In view of the discussion in the introduction one can deduce the Poincare polynomial of p~l(e 9 ) for any X(0) c X(A Px R where S = P {3} , Q = P {1 3} . The morphisms p and q are induced by the respective multiplication maps, and n is the projection. One has, for g e P , * G J? 
